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The article presents the analysis of the protection measures of “twisted pair”
electrical cables, used for data communication in the frequency band from 100 to 500
MHz, against external electromagnetic interference, as well as the interference of cables
laid parallel to each other. Author presents characteristic curves, allowing one to provide
electromagnetic compatibility when designing and maintaining the structured cabling
systems for high-speed data transmission protocols.
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Fundamental research in the theory of
information communication with regard to the
description of the formation and the operation of
the electrically conductive symmetric cable lines
of multi-service cable systems (MCS), transmitting
video, audio and multimedia information via cable
networks, were carried out by the following
national scientists: L.M. Andrushko, N.A.
Semenov, V.M. Vatutin and S.S. Shavrin.
Contemporary MCS electrical facility is sufficiently
reliable, though technology evolution towards
higher frequencies makes the issue on
electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) the most
topical problem that concerns the growing number
of electrical and electronic devices. Increase in the
operation frequency of cable systems up to 500
MHz results in both an increase in the level of
intrinsic emissions of cable channels and their
greater vulnerability in terms of external
electromagnetic intrusion1-4.
Problem statement

Rapid introduction of new high-tech data

communication and processing technologies
involves stricter requirements for electromagnetic
compatibility of electronic equipment of cabling
systems. Equipment of cabling system should
provide not only an undistorted signal reception
under the influence of external electromagnetic
interference, but ensure also the optimal
communication parameters within the given
frequency band that is required for communication
of management information in real time, as well as
the desired level of protection between the circuits
within the cable. One of the major problems in the
design and operation of the MCS is the problem of
ensuring the electromagnetic compatibility (EMC)
[5 ... 12]. This problem becomes of particular
relevance when transmitting through the MCS
high-speed protocols, as well as the installation of
MCS in the vicinity of the telecommunication and
power cables13 - 14.
Research technique to study noise immunity in
electric channels of the MCS

To investigate the noise immunity of the
MCS from external electromagnetic interference,
we used testing procedure. First, it was found out,
what was the distance, at which the horizontal
electrically conductive cables lie in parallel, and
how densely they are adjacent to each other. The
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averaged results of the measurements should
comply with the values that are obtained by proper
handling of test data. Research test bench
provided assembled horizontal beds as part of the
patch panel, cable with an operating band of 600
MHz and data link receptacles. We tested horizontal
beds on the basis of both non-shielded and
shielded “twisted pair” cables.

Data link receptacles were mounted on a
conventional cable channels, patch panel was
installed in a closed 19-inch cabinet of
conventional design. Cables inside the cabinet
were laid to form harnesses. Horizontal cables were

laid in such a manner that their bends were in
compliance with the permissible radius. All test
configurations were assembled taking into account
the advice of the cable systems manufacturer. After
installation, test measurements were carried out in
accordance with the requirements, set for the beds
of electrically conductive E-class cables.
Measurements were carried out using Omniscanner
2 and DSP-4300 field testers in accordance with
the technique, developed by the NAMAS
laboratory, and recommendations of the EN61000-
4-3 standard.

Unshielded system of 6th category did not

Fig. 1. Levels of induced field strengths in the
twisted-pairs of unshielded system

1-3rd pair; 2-1st pair; 3-2nd pair; 4-4th pair

Fig. 2. Levels of induced voltage in the twisted
pairs of shielded system:  1-3rd pair; 2-1st

pair; 3-2nd pair; 4-4th pair

provide protection against electromagnetic
interference at field strength of 3 V/m. Systems,
which used shielded cables, were operating
sustainably up to the induced voltages equal to 15
V/m10, 12.

Fig. 1 shows the levels of induced field
strengths U

1
 in twisted-pairs of unshielded system

depending on the induced voltage U
2
.

Fig. 2 Levels of induced voltage in the
twisted pairs  of shielded system:
1 –3rd pair; 2 – 1st pair; 3 – 2nd pair; 4 – 4th pair .

The obtained results are in good
agreement with the results of ITT NS&S company,
which has initiated numerous measurements of
different manufacturers’ systems. These
measurements were conducted by various
laboratories in the United States and the UK.

CONCLUSION

The comparative analysis of the
protection against the mutual interference of
cables, laid parallel to each other, has shown that
unshielded MCS does not provide protection
against electromagnetic interference at the field
strength starting from 3 V/m. The MCS with
shielded cables, sustainably operates up to the
level of induced voltages equal to 13 V/m.
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